
SUCCESS STORY: NEC FIELDING, LTD.

Genesys allowed NEC Fielding  
to build an “area contact center,” providing 
both prompt initial response and services 
tailored to local demands

Customer : NEC Fielding, Ltd.
Industry: Service provider
Location: Tokyo, Japan

Challenges: 
• Reconstructing contact center system  

and improving BCP
• Providing IT support service tailored  

to local demands
• Reducing customer engineer 

deployment time

Solutions: 
• Genesys Customer Experience Platform

NEC Fielding provides one-stop IT support 
and services to cover the entire lifecycle of 
enterprise IT systems, from planning, designing, 
implementation, installation, operation, 
monitoring, and maintenance through to 
improvements. NEC Fielding considers reducing 
system downtime to be the key to improving 
customer satisfaction. “The contact center 
works as a point of contact for customers 
and it is where arrangements to deploy 
customer engineers are made. Customer 
engineers are in charge of support over the 
phone or repairs in case there are any troubles 
with customers’ IT systems. Therefore, the 
promptness and accuracy of the contact 
center’s initial response have a large effect on 
the reducing troubleshooting time,” says Mr. 
Hisashi Nakatsukasa, Manager of Customer 
Support Division, NEC Fielding, emphasizing the 
importance of the contact center. 

NEC Fielding is making full use of Genesys to 
improve initial response, a factor that has a great 
effect on customer experience.

Responding to demands for 
more advanced IT support 
and services
Along with the advancement of IT systems, 
the demands for support and services have 
changed and customers are demanding 
higher levels of service. NEC Fielding is always 
making efforts to improve the response to 
these demands. “We had placed importance on 
connectivity for initial responses and had two 
centers in the Eastern and Western regions of 
Japan in order to be able to take repair requests 
from all over the country. However, along with 
the progress of the times, we started facing new 
issues, such as being able to provide meticulous 
service that could meet the specific customers’ 
needs and demands for each region; being able 
to reduce the time it took to make arrangements 
to deploy customer engineers for on-site repairs; 
being able to improve the accuracy in conveying 
information about repairs or arrangement 
of necessary parts,” says Mr. Bunji Shimoda, 
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“Genesys is a very stable system. Its availability surpasses 99.8%, 
and it has close to 100% reliability for voice infrastructure. It also 
has the flexibility to turn our idea of customer service into reality.”  
Mr. Masahiko Nishi, Manager, ICT Strategy Division

RESULTS

1/3 
reduction 
of customer engineer deployment time

Real-time 
accomplishment management

Awards 
winning
Customer Support Division 

Manager of Contact Center Control Department, 
Customer Support Division. 

Routing system for large-
scale relocation of centers 
and services tailored to  
local demands
NEC Fielding built the “Area Contact Center” in order 
to improve responses at the early phases in the 
above-mentioned type of repair request calls. They 
revised operations, such that the point of contact 
for repairs and for customer engineer scheduling 
became consolidated, resulting in one team 
covering both tasks. Additionally, they developed 
a new diagnosis application and customer 
engineer scheduling system to enable one person 
to complete the entire process, from the repair 
reception to the arrangement of the deployment 
of customer engineers and necessary parts. They 
also spread their contact centers to four regions of 
the country, instead only having one in the Eastern 
region and another one in the Western region. Then, 
they modified the contact center system to assign 
calls to their nearest centers for more accurate 
understanding on the problems and more prompt 
deployment of customer engineers, and in order to 
assign specific agents to key accounts. Additionally, 
“We paired two centers in same location boundaries 
for backup and set up two offices in the Eastern 
and Western regions to complement the tasks of 
the area contact centers. Through this effort, we 
succeeded in improving service levels and business 
sustainability,” says Mr. Katsuteru Ishimoto, Chief of 
Eastern Contact Center, Customer Support Division.

“These large-scale modifications of operations 
and the relocation of centers could not be 
accomplished without the IP phone infrastructure 
and the Genesys routing function. Genesys 
allows us to modify the settings of different 
service levels for each center, the call flow and 
the skill definitions without delay. It enables us 
to perform flexible operations, as circumstances 
demand, based on the centers’ requirements, 
operational circumstances and time frames,” says 
Mr. Hiroyuki Yoshihara, Expert at Contact Center 
Control Department, Customer Support Division.

Improving processes in order 
to reduce customer engineer 
deployment time by one-third 
After the formation of area contact centers, 
NEC Fielding could reduce the time to make 
arrangements for the deployment of customer 
engineers to two-thirds of what it used to be. They 
have accomplished service improvements by 
setting up a system based on detailed indicators 
such as incoming call rate, response rate and the 
number of calls completed by each area. “Thanks 
to Genesys, we were able to set up exclusive 
points of contact right after the Great East Japan 
Earthquake and other exclusive points of contact 
for customers over a one-day span. Furthermore, 
we were also able to put all the necessary center 
operations into action immediately. We want to 
create new businesses and expand our field, with 
this flexible contact center asset as the basis,” 
says Mr. Nakatsukasa.
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